
Ideas For Pi and Coding Projects -- Spring 2016 
 
Pages already on Connected2Science: 
 
try moving javascript files to bottom, just before the closing </body> tag -- to promote faster 
rendering of html and associated media to the screen. 
 
 

Raspberry Pi 
 
Tweetypi deux 
 
Goal is to independently replicate tweetypi at home with birdbath and/or feeder. Microphone too. 
Have most materials, but need to do inventory this week and order essentials.  
 
 
Time Lapse camera 
 
Seedling growth, flower formation/fruit set, butterfly metamorphosis -- Veronika would definitely 
like to use a Time Lapse Pi for butterfly and tadpole metamorphosis, bean seedling germination 
and growth and evaporation of salt water 
 
Time lapse camera of green roof growth - starting next spring. There will be flushes of growth 
and blooming that would be great to capture. In relation to light intensity, substrate moisture 
 
 
Solar PV Charger Potential -- evaluating sites for teachability around the campus  
 
http://208.127.237.108/mrtg/deb2600.power.html  
 
We could make a solar charger and have girls learn now to best orient the panel on any 
particular day -- or maybe it can be a tracking solar charger -- 
http://www.motherearthnews.com/diy/solar-tracker-zmaz77ndzgoe.aspx#axzz32v5aIpRQ 
 
 
Infragram 
 
Here is another project I have been reading about -- http://infragram.org/  to evaluate the 
photosynthesis of plants using -- 
http://publiclab.org/notes/warren/10-29-2013/raspberry-pi-infrared-camera-ships-with-public-lab-
s-infragram-filter -- this would be very interesting both at a small scale (e.g., comparing effect of 
different cultural treatments (if it can detect fine differences in photosynthetic rate or efficiency or 
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some measure of greater or lesser photosynthesis) using a time lapse mode) and at a large 
scale, taking photos from the drone!  The photos can be processed at http://infragram.org/ as 
part of a project to understand photosynthesis - http://publiclab.org/wiki/infragram  
 
 
Water quality monitoring 
 
http://m.instructables.com/id/Plotly-Atlas-Scientific-Graph-Real-Time-Dissolved-/  
 
https://www.atlas-scientific.com/product_pages/kits/sds-kit.html  
 
http://developer.sensordrone.com/files/manuals/water_quality_external_modules_manual.pdf  
 
Weather Station  
 
See second paragraph of Rotating Globe idea in Javascript section 
 
Rain gauge, wind speed, direction, barometer, photos to link changing conditions to observable 
weather, light intensity, psychrometer 
 
Air Pollution monitor 
 
Tropospheric O3, pollen/dust, pH of rain,  
 
http://www.weather.dragontail.co.uk/index.php?page=station_setup  
 
http://airpi.es/  
 
http://www.lvaqi.org/2013/  
 
 
 
Drone or glider or bottle rocket or egg drop 
 
Put a motion detector or accelerometer in as part of the design and collect data about travel. At 
haverford I think we dropped egg drop vehicle (with fake Easter egg that had egg mass) onto 
motion detector before substituting in real egg I think.  
 
http://93.93.128.176/forums/viewtopic.php?f=37&t=48087  
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Javascript, etc  
 
Multi-layered clickable page about different scales of environment  
 
Need to find model for this.  
 
Create a page that students could add info to at different levels to connect organism, population, 
species, community, ecosystem, landscape and biome.  
 
Add Tooltips to Africa Maps  
 
So that I can insert links for each country 
 
Geology Tours 
 
Cheslen -- need to finish. (Rosemont fault, initial separation of Pangea, basalt magma intrusion 
with pegmatite) 
 
Valley Forge -- limestone karst topography, megafauna fossils, unconformity 
 
Wissahickon - convergence and some subduction to the edge of melting  
 
NYC Geology -- completed 
 
This Impress JS page still needs work on content and formatting incorporate comments from 
girls.  
 
Geology Timeline  
 
We talked about this going on two years ago. Idea based on flash pres from HTwins   I want to 
incorporate local geology and NYC geology 
 
Simpsons Index of Diversity -- completed 
 
Leaves can be dragged on canvas to segregate into similar types to facilitate an SID 
determination.  I want to also make one for a Biotic Index of stream macroinvertebrates as a 
measure of water quality.  
 



APES math pages -- completed 
 
Because the problems are multipart and build on previous parts, I don't think infinite page will 
work, but I can have the refresh swap out a new page. Now the swap is random, but I'd like to 
do it sequentially. I'd like to add math pages for contexts other than energy.  
 
Also I'd like to add links to pages to learn more about the concepts wrapped into the question  
 
 
Rotating Globe 
 
Based on -- http://earth.nullschool.net/  -- I will put a bunch of other links in here.  
 
Could this sort of data be added to weather snap for Philly?  Make it very visual data? Temp 
changes through day assigned a color that washes over map? Wind, rain accum from rain 
gauge you install outside your house?  Rain intensity from pressure sensor? Humidity, air 
pressure?  Something to do with sunset -- the back of your house faces west, no? 
 
I stumbled across this site awhile ago -- http://www.chromeexperiments.com/globe  --  and here 
is other maybe simpler, maybe related or not interactive globe -- 
http://techslides.com/demos/d3/d3-globe.html  -- not the time for me to explore right now, but I 
really want to.  How cool would it be to geolocate and animate other large data sets: bird 
migration through a year, human migration, new species discoveries over a decade, snow cover 
through season, or earthquakes or volcanic eruptions -- there must be publicly accessible data 
for these, as for the wind data 
 
From this article -- 
http://www.universetoday.com/107271/when-science-is-art-a-new-map-of-wind-patterns/  -- I 
see that this is the data source -- http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/index.php?branch=GFS   This 
is the designers twitter feed (Cameron Beccario) -- https://mobile.twitter.com/cambecc  -- this is 
what he used -- http://d3js.org/  -- that orthographic projection was made with this I think -- I 
don't know if WebGL (chrome experiments) used this or something else. 
 
 
Another helpful tutorial -- 
https://blog.james-lafa.fr/how-to-display-in-10-minutes-worldwide-data-on-a-globe-with-d3-js/ 
 
Planetary JS -- http://planetaryjs.com/  
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